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Maritime Clam Chowder Clam Rarebit

In « large heavy-bottomed ttockpol.combine 
bacon and a splash of water. Heal <>n medium- 
high hear, stirring, until bacon crisps, about 
• tnmutes. Pour off most of the fat.

Degiazc the pot with another splash of water 
loosening any browned bits on the bottom. Add 
onions and cdery and sauté for 110 s minutes, 
or unul they soften and «nell fragrant. Stir in 
white wine. cram. milk, and clam meat, then 
add potato, bay leaves. and thyme. Bring to a dov 
simmer, stirring frequently. Reduce the heal 10 
medium and simmer until the potato softcni. 
releasing its Marches and thickening ihe 
chowder. about 20 minutes.

Add evaporated milk and cook, stirring 
frequently, until thccliowder is healed through. 
Seaton with salt and pepper, then stir in parsley.

tostava Ladle chowder Into bowl*. being line

atcly with your fai cunte biscuits.

Bring beer to a boll In a saucepan ott medium- 
high heat Add dams, cover, and steam until they 

that do not open Using a slotted spoon, transfer 
dims to a bowl and allow to cool. Reserve 
the cooking liquid.

Line a plate with a paper bag. In a frying pan 
on medium bear, cook bacon until crisp. about 
i minutes. Drain bacon on the paper hag-lined
plate Crumble bacon and set aside.

Ren-ose dams from the shells and chop epurxly.
Preheat the oven to aoo'f, InalargcbowL 

mSnc dami ba.orad crumbs ihaikvv 

thick in spread, add dam cooking liquid 1 up 
al alarne. Spread each of the 2 remaining slices 
vf tisaU with half of the clam misture. Top each 
sandwich with half the theddar and half the 

bake until the cheese mdit and the dam misture

warmed plale Serve with a cold spicy Caesar
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